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QUESTION: 41
Which statement best describes a High-Availability Cluster?

A. It is acluster where redundancy and recovery techniques are used to allow continued
processing in the event of system and/or infrastructure failure.
B. It is a cluster that is a group of linked computers, working together closely so that in
many respects they form a single computer.
C. It is a cluster typically used in Scientific modeling applications, where the primary
goal is to improve time-to-solution.
D. It is a web search engine cluster, where it does not matter if a server drops out and
data is not delivered.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 42
By how much has downtime improved for the HP Integrity i2 Blades compared to the
previous models?

A. 2 times
B. 3 times
C. 4 times
D. 5 times

Answer: D

QUESTION: 43
What does HP offer that is very close to a Bill of Materials, and can be used as the basis
for Converged Infrastructure template design?

A. HP Reference Configurations
B. HP Reference Architectures
C. ISV Frameworks
D. technical white papers

Answer: A

QUESTION: 44
According to an industry survey, the overall industry downtime averaged 104 hours per
year. Based on HP research, how much did HP P24 reduce this?
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A. by over 60 hours per year
B. by over 70 hours per year
C. by over 80 hours per year
D. by over 90 hours per year

Answer: C

QUESTION: 45
How muchbetter overall reliability does the Itanium? 9300 processor provide compared
to industry volume processors?

A. 2 times
B. 3 times
C. 4 times
D. 5 times

Answer: D

QUESTION: 46
By how much is the memory reliability improved with HP double-chip sparing
technology over standard ECC memory?

A. 7 times
B. 17 times
C. 27 times
D. 37 times

Answer: D
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